TU DRESDEN CONNECTED TO THE WORLD
THE INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
We are your contact at TU Dresden for the following topics:

- Academic exchange and international cooperation in higher education
- International Student Marketing and Visitor Services
- International students studying at TU Dresden
- Studying abroad

We gladly support you during the initiation and signing of cooperation agreements, in case you need help with supporting your international students or guests in Dresden or if you, your students or colleagues need advice in regard to stays abroad and/or financial support.

Please get in touch!

DAAD GRANTS IN EUR
TU Dresden has many partner universities all over the world and is constantly aiming at extending its network. We offer our advice to scientists and staff at TU Dresden that are interested in building up cooperations/exchange programmes or in a staff mobility for teaching/training (Erasmus+) themselves. Additionally, we also provide information about current calls for proposals as well as financial grants for these purposes. We will also help with the initiation process for official cooperations.

Each year, many international delegations, student groups and school classes visit TU Dresden. We take care of the organisation of the visiting schedule for guests of the university administration and also provide taster days for those interested in studying here.
There are about 4,700 international students currently studying at TUD, i.e. 14% of all enrolled students. At the International Office, we take care of all formalities related to studying at TUD (admission, enrolment, re-registration). In addition, we also provide social, cultural and legal advice, e.g. in case of visa problems.

In our Tutor Programme older students (= tutors) help foreign students and applicants in their respective faculty. The programme aims at supporting international students before and during their studies in all study-related matters (e.g. putting together a course schedule, exam regulations and contacts in the faculty). Assistance is granted especially in the beginning of studies no matter whether one starts in the first or in a higher semester. The tutor is available for questions all semester and also offers various info sessions throughout the whole semester. For more information, please check http://tu-dresden.de/international/tutor
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMMES

The International Office handles the administration for many scholarship programmes. In addition to the admission and enrolment process, we also take care of the financial management and organise social and cultural support for international scholarshipholders in the following projects:

- DAAD-Jungingenieurprogramme (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico)
- DAAD-IIT-Master Sandwich (India)
- Georgius-Agricola-Stipends
- DAAD STIBET III Matching Funds & DAAD STIBET I
- Research Internship Programme

CULTURAL OFFICE

The Cultural Office supports students in getting to know the country, the people and in socializing. It is our goal to give a representative overview of the cultural, political, artistic, historic and especially of modern life in Germany. For us, the meeting of foreign and German students is the most important. We organise a broad culture and leisure programme, including trips to cities like Berlin, Hamburg or Munich and also to the surroundings of Dresden. Additionally, visits to museums, concerts and festivals are offered as well as cultural tandems.

The Cultural Office’s Facebook Page has daily updates for Dresden and its surroundings. Furthermore, we provide financial support for cultural projects organised by students. Current information about our programme can be found at http://tu-dresden.de/kultur.

CONTACTS

Contact for degree studies studium.international@tu-dresden.de
Contact for exchange studies austauschstudium@tu-dresden.de
Contact for PhD studies international.phd.applicants@tu-dresden.de
Tutor Programme Susann Pretzsch · susann.pretzsch@tu-dresden.de
Cultural Office kulturbuero_aaa@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Scholarships studium.international@tu-dresden.de

STUDYING AT TU DRESDEN
TU Dresden offers its students a plethora of opportunities to gain international experience by studying at one of our partner universities or at a university of their personal choice. In the International Office, you receive lots of general information, as well as personal counselling regarding existing support schemes and programmes, the application process at foreign universities, language courses and other formalities and guidelines to get off on the right foot abroad. Additionally, we organise general and also faculty-specific presentations each semester, during which students can find out more about the preparation for a semester abroad and about current calls for application in exchange programmes and funding schemes.
Those attending Radboud University Nijmegen for their studies abroad will greatly benefit from its interesting lectures and seminars. I was able to come up with a course plan together with my supervisor there that perfectly matched my agenda. Thus, my studies became like a hobby for me and I was looking forward to each lecture.

NATHALIE KÄTHER

Wrocław or Breslau, as it is more commonly known in German, is a young, dynamic and interesting city that is very worth seeing. ... The university’s big advantage is that thanks to small groups it was very easy to get in contact with teaching staff and also fellow students. Furthermore, I heartily recommend attending the Polish language course that is offered. I was very sceptical at first, but was positively surprised how much one can learn during one semester. I was able to understand many things in my everyday life pretty soon. — JOHANNES BENDUHN

Apart from counselling students, we also support the Schools and Faculties in arranging student exchange agreements and in procuring, maintaining and developing mobility and funding programmes for its students. We also act as an agent between university partners and (inter)national organisations and associations.

CONTACTS

Infocenter  Susan Rosendahl · infocenter@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Erasmus+  Kerstin Unger · kerstin.unger@tu-dresden.de
Erasmus+ weltweit  Carolin Hendschke · carolin.hendschke@tu-dresden.de
PROMOS  Susann Pretzsch · susann.pretzsch@tu-dresden.de
NON-EU  Margarete Quast · margarete.quast@tu-dresden.de
Coordination  Dagmar Krause · dagmar.krause@tu-dresden.de
International Office
Technische Universität Dresden
Strehlener Str. 22, 6th Floor
01069 Dresden
Telephone +49 (0)351-463 42000
Fax +49 (0)351-463 37738
auslandsamt@tu-dresden.de
http://tu-dresden.de/international
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